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1 Introduction
The Made Smarter Review, published in October 2017, contained a recommendation for a standards
development programme for emerging digital industries to promote the greater interoperability of industrial
digital technologies.
Recommendation 4.1 in the Made Smarter Review states that UK industry and government should:
“Implement a Standards Development Programme (including cyber-awareness and best practice)
for emerging digital industries to promote the greater interoperability of IDTs. The creation of
standards is known to be an effective way of promoting adoption, by providing confidence and
assurance to businesses that use them. This programme would develop both generic and sectorspecific standards for IDTs, and would be led by BSI in partnership with industry, the research
community, government bodies and regulators. The resulting standards would then be promoted
internationally through BSI’s membership of CEN, CENELEC, ISO, and IEC”
During 2016 and 2017, BSI worked on studies with the High Value Manufacturing Catapult (HVMC)1
and the Institute for Manufacturing (IfM) which confirmed that the widespread adoption of standards
and good practice is a critical element in accelerating digitalization in the manufacturing sector.
BSI used this as input to the standards strand of the Made Smarter Review. This work focussed on
defining the immediate and long-term optimal landscape of standards to accelerate the capability and
competitiveness of the UK’s digital manufacturing supply chains, leading to the development of worldclass, end to end solutions.
Digitizing factories is a key element in the digital transformation of UK manufacturing and there is a need
to clarify how these companies will both maintain and enhance their quality management systems and
maintain compliance with the evolving requirements of their customers. This will require an understanding
of which current standards are relevant to digital manufacturing and the identification of new standards
required to address obstacles to adoption or to fill gaps in the portfolio.
According to the Made Smarter Review:
The positive impact of faster innovation and adoption of IDTs could be as much as £455 billion
for UK manufacturing over the next decade, increasing manufacturing sector growth between 1.5
and 3 percent per annum creating a conservative estimated net gain of 175,000 jobs throughout
the economy and reducing CO2 emissions by 4.5 percent. Overall, from the data and evidence
collated, we are confident that industrial productivity can be improved by more than 25 percent
by 20252.”
In December 2018, Innovate UK engaged BSI to develop a standards roadmap for digital technologies
relating to smart factories. The project was supported by a Strategic Advisory Group including Innovate UK,
representatives of Made Smarter, and industry bodies. This report builds on the previous work carried out
by BSI.

1 
Acceleration of digital innovation by UK manufacturing supply chains. The role of standards, May 2017. Available
at https://www.bsigroup.com/globalassets/localfiles/en-gb/about-bsi/nsb/innovation/mtc-accelerationof-digital-innovation-2017.pdf
2 
Made Smarter Review, October 2017, page 8. Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
made-smarter-review
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We conducted nine market research interviews with a range of large manufacturers and solutions vendors.
The script for the interviews can be found in Annex A along with a list of participants that gave permission
to be identified.
We held four workshops around the UK with SMEs, solutions vendors (including both large and small
organizations), manufacturing trade associations, and OEM/Primes. A description of the workshops can be
found in Annex A.

Workshop Locations and Dates

Glasgow
04.03.2019
Rotherham
05.03.2019

Bristol
07.03.2019

London
11.03.2019

BSI conducted a standards landscaping exercise which identified relevant standards already published and
in development. This work is published separately as the Standards Directory. A description of the research
approach and the keywords matrix is contained in the report which can be found at https://infogram.
com/1pe2wr10jg2vlzim0905glz905cle3eej1n?live.

2 
Accelerating the adoption of digital technologies for
smart factories
2.1 Digital manufacturing and the smart factory
The terms “digital manufacturing” and “smart factory” have multiple meanings. During our workshops it
became evident that participants were using the terms in different ways. Adoption of digital technologies
would be facilitated by clarity around the definitions of these terms. For the purposes of this report, we
define them as follows:
Digital manufacturing is the collaborative transformation of manufacturing through the exploitation of
advances in ICT.
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A smart factory is a factory or production facility using one or more digital technologies in a networked
environment and generating, collecting, and analysing data for use throughout business functions including
design, production, maintenance, finance, resource planning, marketing and strategy.

2.2 How UK SMEs benefit from the adoption of smart factories
The key benefit anticipated from the adoption of smart factories is productivity growth3. As described in the
Made Smarter Review, UK productivity has not recovered from the financial crisis in 2008. Between 2001
and 2007 average productivity growth was just over 2% per annum. Since 2008, productivity growth has
been declining. This is noticed across industries and in businesses of all sizes.

SLOWDOWN HAS BEEN SEEN IN OTHER COUNTRIES, BUT IS MORE SEVERE IN THE UK
AVERAGE GROWTH IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY, 2001-2007
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AVERAGE GROWTH IN LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY, 2008-2014
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Source: UKCES calculations from ONS International Comparisons of Productivity, First Estimates – 2014. Table 3

NOTE Copyright is claimed in this illustration. Reproduction of this illustration is by kind permission of [Graham Malley,
Accenture], Copyright holders are [Made Smarter Review].

While there are high performers, research by the Productivity Leadership Group (PLG) shows that 75% of
businesses in the UK have below average productivity4.

3 
Made Smarter Review, page 30, figure 5. Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/madesmarter-review
4 
Made Smarter Review, Page 31, available from https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/madesmarter-review
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DISTRIBUTION OF UK EMPLOYEES BY THEIR EMPLOYER’S PRODUCTIVITY RELATIVE TO THE EXPECTED PRODUCTIVITY
FOR A FIRM OF THEIR SIZE IN THEIR SUB SECTOR. %
Estimated
opportunity3, £b

Expected
value

8

43

6
SME

1

4
2
0
8

35

6
LARGE1

4
2
0
20
16

EXPECTED
VALUE

53

10
5
0
-200%

-150%

-100%

-50%

0

+50%

+100%

+150%

+200%

Productivity2, difference from expected value as a proportion of peer group median
1. SME =10-499 employees; Large = 500-4999 employees; Very Large = >5000 employees
2. Estimated GVA (EBIT + employee costs) is regressed on a range of variables to control for sub-sector and number of employees using a Weighted Least
Squares method (with employee numbers as the weighting). The output of this regression is used to compute and expected productivity, representing the
average for a firm of that size in that sub-sector. The residual for each firm is plotted as a percentage of the median productivity for a firm in the same size
bracket in the same sub-sector
3. Each company was given a percentile ranking within their group of comparable companies (from the same sub-sector and size category). We then
calculated the gains to overall GVA if each company in the bottom three-quartiles increased its performance to match the productivity of the average
company ten percentiles above them.
Source: McKinsey analysis using ORBIS (2013 data); OECD (2013)

NOTE Copyright is claimed in this illustration. Reproduction of this illustration is by kind permission of [Graham Malley,
Accenture], Copyright holders are [Made Smarter Review].

Overall, UK productivity is lower than other industrialized nations. This trend has continued since the Made
Smarter Review was published in October 2017, with the Office for National Statistics reporting continued
low productivity growth in its latest release. Manufacturing productivity growth outstrips the much larger
services sector but is still lower than pre-2008 levels5.
Output per hour for services and manufacturing are above their Q1 2007 levels, by 5.6% and 8.9% respectively
Seasonally adjusted, Quarter 1 (Jan to Mar) 2007 to Quarter 4 (Oct to Dec) 2019, UK
Services
Index, 2016= 100
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Source: Office for National Statistics

5 Labour productivity, UK: October to December 2018. Available at https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentand
labourmarket/peopleinwork/labourproductivity/bulletins/labourproductivity/octobertodecember2018
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The Made Smarter Review concluded that digital technologies for manufacturing could improve industrial
productivity by 25%.
Our interviews and workshops revealed that UK SMEs see benefits from the adoption of digital technologies
for smart factories in addition to increased productivity. The other benefits anticipated by workshop
participants and interviewees include:
• Increased profit margin: the use of digital technologies can reduce costs.
• Better service to existing customers: by unlocking the value in the organization’s historical data,
companies can provide enhanced services to customers.
• Increased speed in new product development: IDTs can provide quicker access to relevant data.
• Reduced latency in the supply chain: gap between ordering and dispatch can be reduced with IDTs.
• Better compliance with legislation: the need for regulatory compliance has been a driver in some
industries for the faster adoption of digital technologies.
• Traceability: digital technologies can provide greater visibility of the provenance of components and
materials which can then remain with the product downstream.
• Preventative maintenance: real-time condition monitoring coupled with lifetime data analysis can
enable an organization to better plan maintenance, avoid unexpected breakdowns and reduce downtime.
• Addressing the skills shortage: Several SMEs in our workshops reported high vacancy rates and
difficulty in finding people with the right skills. The introduction of digital technologies can allow an
organization to complete work they currently don’t have enough people to do. One example of this is
quality inspection. Using artificial intelligence to do inspection for flaws is quicker and allows parts
to be despatched sooner.
Benefits will only be realized if the adoption of digital technologies is approached with an enterprise mindset.
The pace of technological change is accelerating, and today’s technologies will be obsolete or superseded
in a few years. Businesses can become overwhelmed by trying to understand the features of any given
technology. Instead, navigating through the choices available can be facilitated by strategic planning for the
business. Every business is unique and will have different needs and requirements. The ideal future state of
a smart factory may not be the goal of every manufacturer.
It is more critical to identify the right business goal for the business, whether that is faster product innovation,
providing a better service to existing customers, increasing market share, reducing costs or improving
productivity. Once the business goal is established the most effective digital technologies to achieve that
goal can be specified. Approaches to this activity and to bridging the communication gap between IT and
manufacturing could include creating a role for a digital or innovation manager, using collaborative business
relationships, or using advisory services provided by neutral organizations.

2.3 Obstacles to adopting smart factories
The Made Smarter Review identified several obstacles to the faster adoption of smart factories and associated
digital technologies6. These include a confused landscape of business support, risks around cybersecurity, a
lack of common standards, access to funding and a skills shortage.
Our research delved deeper into the lack of common standards to establish what standards UK manufacturers
need. The picture that emerged was complex. Five areas stood out clearly as issues for almost everyone we

6 
Made Smarter Review, October 2017, page 9-10. Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
made-smarter-review
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spoke to: managing risk, cost, security, interoperability, and integration with legacy systems. These areas
overlap and interconnect in different ways for individual organizations.

2.3.1 Managing risk
UK manufacturers of all sizes perceived a great deal of risk in the adoption of digital
technologies, but that risk took different forms.
For SMEs it was the risk of making a significant investment in technology that would
soon become obsolete. No one wants to back the Betamax. They were concerned about
making a choice about technology or systems that might suit one customer but prevented
them from working with others. For many SMEs the level of investment required is high
enough that the business will not recover from a mistake.
For larger organizations the risks were around collecting data from suppliers and machines in multiple,
incompatible formats, and around intellectual property (IP). They were concerned that sharing data could
result in a loss of IP. For those in industries manufacturing products with long lifespans, such as aerospace,
data collected now on design, testing and performance will need to be accessible in twenty or thirty
years. There was little confidence that data formats would remain stable or that future formats would be
backwards-compatible.
Manufacturing in a networked environment puts all sizes of organization at risk of losing connectivity if
their network provider is unavailable. Some manufacturers manage this by having more than one network
provider and all organizations will need to assess which processes and equipment are critical and require
total reliability of connectivity. Speed of data transfer is important in some circumstances and needs to be
considered.
Health and safety concerns were also raised. Integrating new technologies in a way that keeps employees
safe and enables the organization to meet regulatory requirements is challenging.
A major concern around artificial intelligence is accountability. When something goes wrong, we need
to understand who was responsible and whether they discharged their responsibilities correctly. When a
decision is made by an algorithm or artificial intelligence it is not clear where accountability lies.

2.3.2

Cost
The barrier of cost manifests in several ways. Firstly, there is the cost of investment in
new Industry 4.0-ready equipment and its integration with legacy systems.

Secondly, there is the cost associated with data storage. Whether on premise or in the
cloud it is an additional OpEx cost that businesses may not currently have in budget.
If a manufacturer is taking the approach of collecting as much data as possible before
deciding how to use it, there is a risk that the data gathered will be vast and the cost
of storage can become high.
Thirdly, in many industries business survival has been assured by a constant focus on driving down
cost which has led to a cautious approach to investment. Digital technologies can lower costs through
automation, speed and error reduction but require up-front investment. It can be difficult to persuade a
cost-conscious business to undertake large capital expenditure without an understanding of the returnon-investment.
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In some areas the existing standardization is quite extensive, but it is not easy to identify the standards
relevant to the organization. Larger organizations use subscription services which give them access to
packages of standards, but many smaller manufacturers buy standards as a one-off purchase. This means
much less information about the content of the standard is available and a decision about relevance must
be made from the title and scope. The cost of buying several standards that are not relevant is prohibitive.

2.3.3

Security
For many, cybersecurity is about protecting their organization from malicious activity
from outside. This results in an unwillingness to use cloud storage for data, despite
the high levels of security required by providers in order to remain in business. There
is much less awareness of the real risks around data security to do with the behaviour
of people inside the organization, and the interaction between cybersecurity and
physical security. Carelessness and ignorance are much more likely hazards than
malicious attacks. Education around training for employees in protecting data and

systems is needed.
Another real, but under-recognised, threat is that from legislation present in other countries that may
make IP available to foreign governments. This is of particular relevance to the defence sector, a significant
contributor to the UK economy, but may also impact people developing innovative technologies with an
industrial application. Cloud storage providers are moving to address this concern, and wider awareness
would help manufacturers choose an appropriate solution for their business.
This is an area where there are already many existing standards. UK manufacturers would benefit from
assistance in understanding what these standards do and how to benefit from them.

2.3.4

Interoperability
We have heard from both large and small organizations that there is an issue with
interoperability. Manufacturers perceived that vendors were using proprietary industry
standards rather than a common standard that would allow integration between
equipment and software. On the other hand, we heard from solution vendors that they
were keen to use common standards and that there had been convergence in recent
years.

There has been extensive work on standards for data formats and standards for industrial communications
and automation. There is ongoing work in ISO and IEC alongside other standards organizations such as
3GPP and IETF. Both ISO and IEC have committees engaged in mapping out the range of standards work in
these areas. Some of it is conflicting, duplicating and out-dated. UK manufacturers would benefit from help
navigating this complex landscape. In addition, what is needed is a concerted push to bring together existing
standards in a coherent, complementary package. However, organizations and individuals are invested in
their own standards and there is, as yet, little willingness to compromise.

2.3.5 Integration of legacy systems
A reality that will have to be addressed when adopting digital technologies for smart
factories is the issue of legacy systems. This might be machinery or equipment, or it
might be back office systems running on outdated and unsupported operating systems,
or it might be an investment in an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. Industry
4.0-ready equipment can be more easily integrated with other Industry 4.0-ready
equipment than it can be with a company’s existing plant or network infrastructure.
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One market solution is the integrator who can install protocol translators on legacy machines to translate
data into common formats. Manufacturers were concerned about having full access to technical files, losing
control over their data, and the longevity of such organizations.

2.4

How standards accelerate the adoption of technology

Standards are considered to have a catalytic effect on innovation – in the sense that standards facilitate
innovation but usually do not themselves directly contribute to the creation of new innovative products and
services. Blind (2009) summarizes these effects as follows:
• The standardization process reduces the time to market for inventions, research results and innovative technologies;
• Standards promote the diffusion of innovative products, which is most important for the economic
impact of innovation;
• Standardization levels the playing field and therefore promotes competition, and consequently innovation;
• Compatibility standards are the basis for innovation in network industries;
• Standards set the minimum requirements for environmental, health and safety aspects and consequently promote trust, especially in innovative products7.
37.4% of UK productivity growth can be attributed to standards8. The most productive sectors use standards
the most: aerospace and defence, for example, increased productivity by 20.1% between 2005 and 2014,
while the UK average was 4.9%.
Of those companies surveyed for the BSI and CEBR research report, The Economic Contribution of Standards
to the UK Economy, 50% say that standards encourage innovation through the diffusion of knowledge; and
70% say that standards contribute to improving their supply chain by improving the quality of supplier
products and services.
More than half (54%) of companies reported that information was made more accessible through the
dissemination of technology through standards and this was highest in the ICT sector (60%)9.

2.5 Areas where standards are needed
The BSI/HVMC report Acceleration of digital innovation by UK manufacturing supply chains identified five
themes where standards are needed to address the barriers to adoption10.
• Theme 1: Interoperability
• Theme 2: Supply chain capability
7 The Economic Contribution of Standards to the UK Economy, page 24. Available at https://www.bsigroup.
com/LocalFiles/en-GB/standards/BSI-The-Economic-Contribution-of-Standards-to-the-UK-EconomyUK-EN.pdf
8 The Economic Contribution of Standards to the UK Economy, page 38. Available at https://www.bsigroup.
com/LocalFiles/en-GB/standards/BSI-The-Economic-Contribution-of-Standards-to-the-UK-EconomyUK-EN.pdf
9 Reference as above, page 10. Available at https://www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/en-GB/standards/BSIThe-Economic-Contribution-of-Standards-to-the-UK-Economy-UK-EN.pdf
10 
Acceleration of digital innovation by UK manufacturing supply chains, page 14. Available at https://www.
bsigroup.com/globalassets/localfiles/en-gb/about-bsi/nsb/innovation/mtc-acceleration-of-digitalinnovation-2017.pdf
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• Theme 3: Through-life end-to-end connected supply chains – design
• Theme 4: Governance, security, and assurance of data
• Theme 5: Through-life end-to-end connected supply chains – service innovation
The findings of the Made Smarter Review and the research undertaken for this project indicates that three
of these themes are more relevant for SMEs and the adoption of Smart Factories. The three more relevant
themes are Governance, security and assurance of data; Interoperability; and Supply chain capability.

2.5.1 Governance, security, and assurance of data
The issues of governance, security and assurance of data were paramount in both the regional workshops
and the research interviews. Standards are desperately needed that provide guidance to businesses
introducing digital technology on managing the unintended and unknowable consequences. We discovered
a fear of introducing “black swans”. The adoption of digital technologies is not fundamentally different to
any other process of business improvement and requires the same elements of planning but because few
organizations have trod the path there is a great deal of uncertainty about the results.
Cybersecurity is a barrier that looms large in the collective minds of organizations, but it is not well
understood as an issue. Companies worry about hackers and cyber-attacks from outside but don’t take basic
steps to protect themselves from within. Many SMEs are using old and unpatched back office software, or
don’t train their staff in cybersecurity awareness.
Digital technologies generate massive quantities of data. Organizations struggle with knowing what to do
with this data and how to easily make sense of it. Back office systems often require updating to allow a
business to do this and the business case for upgrading these systems is harder to make even than that for
bringing in a robot arm. Support needs to be given to organizations in understanding how collecting and
analysing data can be translated into business goals.
Implementing a smart factory is not just a matter of introducing a robot welder or an additive manufacturing
machine. The impact of these decisions on the organization’s business policies and procedures must be
considered. Not only will it impact an organization’s quality management system, it will also affect health
and safety policies and information technology policies as well as the work of the finance and marketing
function of the business. Guidance around business re-engineering to accommodate a smart factory is
needed.
Our research revealed that the current certification and assurance environment is based on an assumption
of static machines. A machine is set up and certified as safe to do what it is designed to do. The introduction
of flexible machines that can perform a variety of functions depending on the need of the organization at
any time is disruptive to this industry. A re-imagination of both quality and safety assurance is required.
Existing international standards for digital technologies don’t always take this into account and UK influence
on these standards could improve them.
The risks perceived around vendor lock-in and interoperability, as well the paralysis caused by the speed
of technological change, could be addressed through the adoption of new risk-sharing business models
between manufacturers and vendors. Where organizations, particularly SMEs, are using risk sharing
business models, it is often seen as a way to test the waters. If the machines are successful there is a desire
to move to ownership as soon as possible. This is driven by the belief that survival and growth are achieved
by controlling costs. The cost of buying a piece of equipment is treated as CapEx and spread over a number
of years but will eventually fall off the balance sheet. Leasing is a fixed OpEx cost that will always appear and
can be perceived as being more expensive. Given the pace of technological change it is no longer reasonable
to expect a machine to have a lifespan of twenty years. Accounting techniques and business mindsets need
to shift to accommodate the new digital reality.
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2.5.2

Interoperability

The Made Smarter Review identified that a lack of common standards for data formats, machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication, and “plug and play” capability was a barrier. Our additional research reveals that the
issue is more complex than that.
There are several competing architecture models (for example, RAMI 4.0, IVRA, IIRA). There are approximately
840 standards related to smart factories in some way, of which most are relevant to data formats and
interoperability. From the ISO 10303, Industrial automation systems and integration – Product data representation
and exchange series (known as the STEP standards), which has been in existence for more than twenty
years, to the various industry consortia and open source standards for software and M2M communication
available it is clear that there is no lack of standards. What is missing is guidance for customers about
what these standards mean and how to benefit from them. A drive towards convergence would be helpful
but will not be assisted by the creation of more standards for interoperability. Software vendors who took
part in our research noted that they had seen convergence in the last two or three years and this could be
accelerated through support for specific protocols.
Participants in the workshops expressed concern about vendor lock-in, specifically about vendors who
might be SME start-ups. This was because flexibility was perceived to offer protection from vendors going
out of business or from making a choice that limited the customers to which the organization could sell.
Workshop attendees were concerned about their inability to judge the claims of vendors and expressed a
lack of trust in software providers. There is a lot of literature available from vendors, much of which they
have produced with the intention of educating their potential customers, but SMEs see this as unverified
claims which they don’t have the expertise to sort through. Vendors were surprised by the lack of trust
between them and their potential customers. Guidance about collaborative working may help build trust
between UK SMEs and software vendors.
Many organizations prefer to digitalize in small incremental steps as this is perceived as less risky and
requires less investment. Because of this they may want to work with several vendors and suppliers which
causes some difficulty with interoperability. One vendor told us that even if software is based on the same
standards and protocols there will be differences in how it is written, which means that choosing software
from the same vendor is better.
SMEs in a supply chain were concerned about making a choice about technologies and software that suited
one OEM/Prime but not others. Prior to the research there was an assumption that OEM/Primes would drive
the adoption of smart factories by asking SMEs in their supply chain to have particular capabilities, but our
research showed us that it is equally likely to be an innovative SME selling their capabilities to an OEM/
Prime customer. OEM/Primes are complex in nature and so are as unsure what to ask for as suppliers and
the conversation must be two-way. Technology that allows an SME manufacturer to sell to all OEM/Primes
would be preferred by suppliers. This is driven by the perceived risk to the business of being over-reliant on
one customer.

2.5.3 Supply chain capability
Participants in the workshops cited a desire to get closer to their customers and to provide a better service
to them. The defence and aerospace sectors are particularly important to the UK economy and these
sectors are characterized by a small number of OEM/Prime customers. Successful suppliers will be ones
that provide added value to their customers.
Other industries will have different needs in the supply chain. UK SMEs in B2C industries will be driven
by their customers expectations of speedy delivery and personalization. B2B industries may not be as
concerned about quick delivery as about reliability and certainty.

10
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It was clear that simply describing the additional capability that an organization can achieve through
adopting smart factories is not enough. UK SMEs need to know what these capabilities can offer their
business and need guidance in developing a business case for investment. Workshop participants said that
much information about digital technologies focussed on the features and didn’t fully explain the benefits.
Our research showed that for some UK SMEs the adoption of a smart factory would be critical for survival, but
for others it would not be necessary or even desirable, and that most would gain benefit from a considered
and informed decision about which elements of a smart factory would be suitable for their business. There is
no one-size-fits-all solution. An organization will need to understand its business goals, identify its strategy
for achieving those, and then identify where or if adopting digital technologies will deliver those goals.
Support for UK SMEs in doing this could be achieved through guidance and code of practice standards.

2.5.4 Through-life end-to-end connected supply chains – design and Through-life
end-to-end connected supply chains – service innovation
This report focussed on smart factories and looked at what is needed for a single business to adopt
digital technologies. Through-life end-to-end connected supply chains are related to interconnected smart
factories. Smart supply chains rely on smart factories with the corresponding back office capability and
should be the focus of future work.

3

Roadmap for developing standards for smart factories

Recommendation

2019-2020

2020-2021

2021-2022

Made Smarter Standards
Board

Establish board

Board up and
running

Board up and
running

Smart factories terminology

Qualification of training
providers in digital skills

Evolution of key
management system
standards

Business case for the
networked environment

Business case for
[technology]

Business case for
[technology]

Events continue

Events continue

Standards work programme

Business case for [technology]
Collaborative business
relationship for smart factories
Smart asset contracting
Guide to implementing PAS 1085
Cobot Safety
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Digital manufacturing
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research
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3.1

Increase UK influence on international standardization

This project was designed to identify the standards that can be initially written in the UK, facilitated by BSI,
with a view to offering these standards to ISO and IEC for use by the international manufacturing community.
The creation of the Standards Directory shows that, in several areas, including interoperability and specific
technologies such as robotics, there are already significant international standards work programmes. UK
participation and leadership in some of these work programmes is currently low. This reflects the low levels
of adoption and investment in digital technologies for smart factories in the UK; there are fewer people with
the expertise to drive these standards. Participation in international standards work is an excellent way for
UK manufacturers to gain knowledge and expertise, whilst also being a key vehicle for the promotion of
adopting digital technology.
UK participation in international standardization can be improved with an outreach programme to educate
UK manufacturers in the benefits of participating. It must be acknowledged that this participation requires
investment of time and money, and support should be offered to UK SMEs make participation attractive.
Countries with higher levels of adoption and who currently are leading international standards work
have organizations and programmes designed to achieve just this, such as the German Standardization
Council Industrie 4.0. These programmes include the national standards body (such as BSI) but are separate
organizations dedicated to promoting standardization for digital manufacturing.
Recommendation 1: Establish a Standards Board under the Made Smarter Council. The Board will identify the
standards needed by UK manufacturing and other sectors which will then by facilitated by BSI. The Board
will be responsible for driving engagement with standards for smart factories amongst UK SMEs and for
promoting the use of the standards that are developed.

3.2

Develop new national standards

In other areas standards are needed but don’t yet exist and are not being developed by regional or
international standards development organizations. There is an opportunity here for UK industry, facilitated
by BSI, to create these standards.
Recommendation 2: Fund the standards work programme outlined below where those standards identified
are best started through the PAS route. Where the standards work programme is best pursued through
international standards development organizations, then recommendation 2 provides a means to support
this activity.
• 2019–2020
Smart factories terminology: One way in which standards facilitate the adoption of new technologies
is by providing a common understanding of the words and terms used to describe the elements
of the new technologies. This document will reference and expand upon existing terminology
standards such as IEC 63082-1, Intelligent device management - Part 1: Concepts and terminology (in
development).
Enterprise level architecture minimum viable product: Guidance to describe how to translate between
the different layers of the existing architectures and also between architectures, thus ensuring their
interoperability. This will allow vendors to create their own added value solutions building on the
minimum viable product and selecting the architecture that suits them.
The business case for smart factories: Guidance to help UK SMEs understand the business benefits
of the capabilities that they can achieve through the adoption of digital technologies is key to
accelerating that adoption. There is no shortage of literature describing the features of individual
technologies but translating those features into business goals can be done through standards.
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The business case for the networked environment: Our research revealed that one of the barriers to
adopting smart factories is that many SMEs are using old versions of operating systems and office
software which are not able to cope with the data generated by smart machines. The investment
in these systems is not as sexy as investment in a robot arm or flexible production line but may be
more critical. Much of the work done by solution vendors is upgrading the networked environment
in which they are implementing sensors or software, and guidance for SMEs to the benefits of
investing in this area would make the subsequent adoption of digital technologies less difficult.
The business case for [technology]: To support the general guidance on building the business
case for smart factories there should also be guidance on the business case for adopting specific
technologies. Work has already begun on a document for additive manufacturing. It should be
accompanied by documents covering robotics, IoT, artificial intelligence, and other technologies as
they emerge. It is likely that these standards will be developed over a number of years but work on
robotics and artificial intelligence should start in 2019.
Collaborative business relationships for smart factories: This document will be based on BS ISO 44001:
2017, Collaborative business relationships (originally BS 11000) and will assist UK SMEs in building
collaborative, trust-based relationships with suppliers. It will describe how to use relationships with
suppliers to extend the organization’s capabilities and how to manage the risks.
Smart asset contracting: A standard on how to approach acquiring business critical equipment and
software will shift UK SMEs away from a mindset of ownership, which experience has proved to be
successful, to a mindset of risk-sharing and collaborative business relationships, which will address
cybersecurity risks and risks around the pace of technological change.
Guide to implementing PAS 1085: PAS 1085:2018, Manufacturing. Establishing and implementing a
security-minded approach. Specification was published last year. It is a valuable contribution to
addressing concerns around cybersecurity but is too technical for some organizations to fully
exploit. A guide to how to use PAS 1085 and other related standards would further increase its takeup in the market.
Cobot safety: Working through BSI committee AMT/10, Robotics develop a standard for the safety
of collaborative robots. ISO standards exist for the performance and safety of industrial robots, as
well as the performance of collaborative robots. AMT/10 can provide the UK leadership to extend
this series of standards.
Managing data as an asset: Taking the established principles of asset management and applying
them to data will help change the attitude of manufacturers to data. Data is valuable in and of itself,
data requires maintenance, and should be recognised on the balance sheet. This standard would act
as an overarching document to the application-specific standards for data management that already
exist.
• 2020–2021
Standards for the qualification of training providers in digital skills: The skills gap is a concern for
many industries and will need to be partly filled by retraining or upskilling employees. The Made
Smarter Review proposes an online 21st century digital learning platform to improve access to
quality digital technologies training11. It is likely that a market for providing such training will emerge.
Standards specifying the requirements for training programmes and the competencies to be met
11 
Made Smarter Review, October 2017, page 118. Available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
made-smarter-review
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will help manufacturers select training appropriate to their needs. These standards will be similar to
BS 9122: 2018, Qualification and approval of UAS operatives. UAS Pilot Level 1.
As new technologies are introduced they can be added to the business case series to be developed
at national level. Specifications for materials, performance, installation and integration with existing
technologies will all be needed and support for UK leadership in the international standards arena
will be key.
• 2021–2023
Promote and support the evolution of key management systems standards to accommodate the
digitalization of manufacturing: The UK has strong leadership in the international committees
responsible for quality management systems standards, risk management system standards, health
and safety standards, and environmental management systems standards, all of which will be
affected by the greater capability afforded by digital technologies.
Given the pace of technological change expected in digital technologies over the next five to ten
years it is not possible to be specific about the standards work programme this far out. It is evident,
however, that there will be a continuing need for standards around the implementation of new
technologies, such as edge intelligence and privacy machine learning.

3.3

Support SMEs in identifying relevant existing standards

The Standards Directory revealed that there are already a lot of existing standards with some areas better
supported than others. Small companies don’t want to risk spending money on standards that might end up
not being relevant to what they want to do. Many existing standards for traditional areas like machine tools,
lighting, and health and safety are still relevant and beginning to take into account digital technologies and
interaction with a networked environment.
Recommendation 3: Develop a tool to assist organizations in identifying the relevant standards for their
business from the multitude of standards that already exist. This would be part signposting and part
consultancy.

3.4

Facilitate knowledge sharing

Participants in the workshops expressed an appreciation of the format and a desire for more events of
this nature. A neutral environment for SMEs, OEM/Primes, solution providers and integrators to share
information without expectation of sales would encourage the uptake of smart factories. These could
be hosted by BSI, trade associations or the Catapults. They should be small and facilitated to allow the
exchange of experience and expertise.
Smaller organizations don’t have access to enough people with specialisms in software, electrical
engineering, ATEX, etc and need to access them in a neutral forum. These events should be cross-industry
for two reasons: one, organizations are uncomfortable about sharing progress with competitors, and two,
industries are applying different elements of digital technologies at different rate.
Such a programme of events could include fora for the implementation of standards, providing peer-topeer support at a low cost for SMEs.
This programme of events could also address the lack of trust between software vendors and manufacturers
by providing a neutral, learning environment hosted by a trusted information provider.
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Recommendation 4: Support a programme of small roundtable networking events that are free to attend to
facilitate the sharing of experience and expertise around implementing digital technologies.

3.5

Evolve the quality and safety assurance environment

Particular attention needs to be paid to the quality and safety assurance environment. Participants in
interviews and workshops mentioned the need to be able to show compliance to quality and safety standards
and regulation. The current environment is based on static machines that are set up once and remain the
same. More flexible production environments, such as small additive manufacturing machines installed in
hospitals, require a way to demonstrate compliance that doesn’t limit their flexibility. Changes are needed
so that these systems can be adapted to facilitate the adoption of smart factories. These changes will
then filter through to the international quality management and health and safety standards. Regulatory
requirements are a key driver of technology adoption and it is notable that those industries further along
the digital manufacturing journey are those that are most heavily regulated.
Recommendation 5: Initiate a research project, working with regulators, to look at how the quality and safety
assurance environments need to change to facilitate the adoption of digital technologies and the creation
of smart factories.

3.6

Extend the smart factory to the smart supply chain

Beyond the smart factory is the smart supply chain – a series of digitally enabled production and logistics
environments connected together to provide efficiency, visibility and traceability. The standards needed
to support the development of smart supply chains in the UK and throughout the world will build on the
standards programme for smart factories described in 3.2.
Recommendation 6: Initiate a standards road mapping project for smart supply chains.

4

Annex A: Methodology

4.1

Research interviews

Nine research interviews were held which included, but are not limited to, the following organizations:
Rockwell Automation, Siemens, Jaguar Land Rover, Laing O’Rourke, Oracle, GKN, Accenture, and Rolls Royce.
Stakeholder interview discussion guide
Project objectives:
What is a company likely to need from BSI or standardization to provide the encouragement for them to adopt
digital technologies?
How could BSI do what is required in practice with the capabilities being created under the Made Smarter initiative?
NB. This guide is intended to provide a suggested framework for the depth interviews to indicate the likely
discussion areas. It will be used flexibly by the moderator to enhance the quality of the outputs, rather than as a
list of questions for participants.
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Section 1 – Background
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain the research is being conducted by BSI on behalf of Innovate UK.
Outline purpose and objectives of research.
Explain interview will last approximately 45 minutes and will be recorded.
Brief understanding of the nature of the participant’s business.
Role within the company and relationship with digital technologies/manufacturing.
Overview of procurement or other interactions with supply chain, especially SMEs.

Section 2 – Context
The purpose of this section is to understand the issues faced by Primes/OEMs in the context of the overall project
objectives.
• General challenges and issues
• How are things evolving and changing?
• Most important current and future opportunity areas (identify single most important issue then
provide others)
• Prioritization/ranking of opportunity areas
• Where do supply chain issues sit within this?
• How important is digitalization compared to other opportunity areas?
Section 3 – Digitalization
This section will explore broad issues around digitalization in a general sense and the implications it has for OEMs
and their supply chains.
• What role does digitalization play within your sector? How does this compare with other sectors?
• What role does digitalization play within your company? How does this compare with other companies?
• Is your sector/company in front of or behind the digitalization curve? Why?
• What are the specific applications of digitalization within your company?
• What benefits does digitalization offer your business?
• Are there any disadvantages or problems associated with digitalization?
• Which of these is most/least important?
• Which of these are easiest/most difficult to resolve?
• Is digitalisation happening at different speeds in other countries you manufacture in?
• How does the UK compare and what are the reasons for this?
Section 4 – Supply chain
This part of the discussion will focus on digitalization issues relevant to the supply chain (that may have been
referenced in the previous section)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What criteria are set for companies in your supply chain?
What are the primary requirements you have from suppliers?
What are the other requirements?
How easy/difficult is for you to find suppliers who meet your criteria?
What are the main issues/difficulties you experience?
How well have digital technologies been adopted by companies across your supply chain?
What are the specific problems in relation to digitalization (spontaneous then prompt if necessary
with Interoperability; Cyber security; Integration with you and other supply chain partners; Lack of
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knowledge about digitalization; Employee skills/ability to adapt to digital; Ability to meet your procurement requirements; QMS)?
• Which of these is most/least important?
• Which of these are easiest/most difficult to resolve?
Section 5 – Future needs
This section will understand where gaps in the supply chain are perceived to exist, especially in relation to
digitalisation.
•
•
•
•
•

What are the areas of unmet need you have experienced across your supply chain?
Which of these are most prevalent/problematic? Why?
Why are companies in the supply chain unable to meet these needs in your view?
Which of the areas you have identified are related to the (non) adoption of digital technologies?
How does this impact on the ability of suppliers to maintain and enhance their quality management
systems?
• How does it impact on ability to comply with your requirements as a customer?
• How do you currently get around these difficulties?
• What problems does this cause in terms of procurement?
Section 6 – Barriers
To understand what participants consider the barriers to digitalisation to be among the supply chain.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What do you think are the main barriers to adoption of digital technologies among SMEs?
Why have SMEs been reluctant to invest in digital capabilities?
What reasons do you think the SMEs that we are doing workshops with will give?
Which of the barriers and issues identified will be easiest/most difficult to address?
What could be done to encourage SMEs to invest in digital technologies?
What role could standards play in this respect?

Section 7 – Standards development themes
This section will explore reactions to the five themes identified in the May 2017 BSI report.
(Moderator to explain five themes identified to accelerate digital innovation among supply chains: Interoperability;
Supply chain capability; Through-life end-to-end connected supply chains – design; Governance, security and
assurance of data; Through-life end-to-end connected supply chains – service innovation.) For each of these ask:
•
•
•
•

What does this mean to you?
How important do you consider it to be?
How relevant is it to supply chain problems you currently experience?
How could standards help (supply chains) overcome challenges in this area?

Section 8 – Wrap
Summary of key issues and conclusions
• What do you want from the supply chain that will better meet your needs in future?
• What are the main barriers that need to be addressed?
• How can standards help guarantee quality and consistency across the supply chain?
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• What will be ideal from your perspective in terms of outcome?
• What are the main opportunities that digitalization offers for supply chains?

4.2

Regional workshops

Four workshops were held around the UK during March and April.
•
•
•
•

Advanced Forming Research Centre, Glasgow, 4th March 2019
Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre, Rotherham, 5th March 2019
National Composites Centre, Bristol, 7th March 2019
Digital Catapult, London, 11th March 2019

The workshops were designed as roundtable events for a small number of attendees to encourage discussion
and information sharing from the participants.
Agenda

11.00

Welcome

11.05

What to expect from the day

11.15

Introductions

11.25

Digital technologies questionnaire

11.40

Introduction to the standards roadmap for digital technologies
relating to smart factories

11.55

Crossing the standards barrier

12.30

Lunch

13.15

The journey to the Smart Factory

14.00

The Smart Factory standards genie

14.30

Digital technologies questionnaire

14.40

Reflections

15.00

Close
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